
Africa, China, Europe Summer School in Development Studies (ACE)

Report
ACE Summer School 2016

Beijing, Yantai, Luojia village Henan province, China

 11 students and two staff from Groningen (Dutch, German and Chinese), 3 students and one 
professor from Mzumbe University  Tanzania, and some 25 from China Agricultural University 
and Henan University;

 5 EC could be earned by Groningen students writing a research essay on group field work;
 Fee for students: € 650 for Minor Development Studies Students, € 750.- for others; covering 

all costs, except flight to/from China.

The aim of the ACE Summer School is to give students of the Minor Development Studies and other 
students with a strong interest in development processes the chance to gain first-hand experience of 
development situations: observe, experience, conduct field work, and analyse findings together with 
students from Tanzania and China. This year we had the unique chance to not only visit booming 
cities, but also to live and do our field work in a village in rural China, hosted by an experimental 
village centre, the Hongnong Academy, which aims to revive village life and find alternatives to 
China’s smashing but also destructive modernization.

Most Groningen students flew to China somewhat earlier to explore Beijing or travel around. The 
Summer School started with one day of lectures in Beijing at CAU and at a village Centre for Rural 
Reconstruction near Beijing, before moving by high speed train to the booming city of Yantai on the 
coast where the UG will start its branch campus UGY  together with CAU. Warmly received by CAU 
staff, we enjoyed one of the beaches of this Mediterranean style city, observed its city development 
and a fancy exhibition, and show in the city planning exhibition hall on the spectacular Yantai 
development plans. The modern Yantai Campus in its 40 ha extensive park-like estate grounds and in 
the heat of well over 35 degrees looked empty and in need of a lot of students and noise to make it a 
lively academic place. Meanwhile, Yantai city expansion is literally flattening its surrounding villages 
and we could visit one of the villages with age-old houses that local CAU staff try to preserve with a 
variety of actions.  We received extensive explanations of UGY plans; the CAU finance director Xiao 
Dongsheng flew from Beijing to give an introduction and discuss with our students.

With our next 22 hours train ride inland we entered a quite different China again, especially for those 
students in the crowded and noisy compartments without beds! But then we had reached our 
welcoming village Centre run by volunteers from the village and located right in the historical 
heartland of China. At the foot of the spectacular Qinling Mountains separating North China, with the 
massive Yellow River nearby, and the South with the Yangtze river. We were in a place with many 



historical sites of wars, fortresses and emperors; the place also where the great philosopher Lao Tse 
is said to have composed the Dao De Jing (Tao Te King), marking the beginning of Daoism. The 
‘anarchist’ sage of simple life and spirituality is remembered by the Chinese state here today with a 
huge golden statue in a grand memorial park. 

Some students stayed with families in the village, the others in the Hongnong village centre – a 
serene, simple place with a class room and student bedrooms for 10, simple, organic village food and 
toilets never seen by any of us. Meanwhile, we entered a world of activism for ecological, simple, 
communal life strongly inspired by Chinese traditional philosophy, especially Daoism. The village 
centre – Hongnong Academy – developed a range of practical initiatives trying to seek alternatives to 
the destruction of rural communities, such as a farmers cooperative, new apple tree varieties, 
ecological production methods, but also communal celebrations, promotion of local arts such as 
calligraphy and instructions in Chinese philosophy and Tai Chi.

The students formed five groups for field work in the surrounding villages (mixed Groningen, 
Tanzanian, CAU and Henan University students). Hongnong volunteers and Hongnong founder prof. 
He Huili (professor at CAU) had pre-arranged a number of contact in the villages, each with a small 
written introduction to each household. Despite these excellent preparations, the exceptionally hot 
summer and limited command of the English language of a number of Chinese students still made 
the field work quite a challenge. The groups prepared their interviews and the final report in many 
group sessions in the shade of large trees at village academy site and presented the last day in 
presence of local authorities, including the guest of honour, deputy mayor of Lingbao City, who 
handed out the ACE certificates. The presentations included many relevant findings from the three 
villages and should have been combined in order to give a complete picture, but time was short. The 
Summer School ended with a grand bonfire and public party, where the joyful dancing of the 
European and African students attracted great attention of probably almost 1000 villages who 
watched.

ACE 2016 could become a great success, thanks to the very efficient organization and tireless efforts 
of prof. He Huili and two of her students, Xiaomeng Lv and Wei Wan, dr. Liang Chang from Yantai, as 
well as a great number of volunteers in Hongnong Academy.
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